SwissText 2018
3rd Swiss Text Analytics Conference

Closing Session

Mark Cieliebak
Conference Chair
Workshop

NLP Clinic
Summary: NLP Clinic Workshop ➔ “NLP in Action”

If you are interested in interactive discussions amongst experts:

- News: Data+Service starts a new expert group on NLP as well!
- If your organization is not yet a member of Data+Service, consider joining.
Workshop

Future Actions for Swiss German
Competition

Hackathon: Hate Speech Detection
Hackathon Winner

Platz 3: Tilia Ellendorff

Platz 2: Ivo Nussbaumer

Platz 1: 0.6826

Lukas Neukom
Best Presentation Award

- 13 (100%)
Best Presentation Award

Score: 5.0!

Presenter: Khalil Mrini, Marc Laperrouza and Pierre Dillenbourg

Title: Building a Question-Answering Chatbot using Forum Data in the Semantic Space
Announcements

- Proceedings
- List of Participants
- Videos and Slides
- Mailing List
- Feedback Form
Quo Vadis
SwissText
Quo Vadis SwissText

1 Day or 2 Days

Swiss or International

Applied or Scientific

Talks or Posters or Workshops or Demos
Stay in Touch


https://www.swisstext.org/2018/feedback
Time for Apero!
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